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1. OUR PRESENT PLAN IS PASSING INFO TO WARREN GROSSMAN IS TO ELIMINATE.
   REASONS OF VIABLES CAPT. IN ORDER PROTECT YOUR COUSINS' OPP. WILL RELY
   INSTEAD ON STATEMENTS OF SHVILLY DEBIA AND ON CONTRACTS OF SAVIER COINULAR FILE
   WHICH SAVIERES HUNT CHASE SEEN. FILE SHOWS LOST OSKALD AND HIDE HERS DECEIVING
   WITH SAVIERES IN CASE. FILE IS HALE TO GET PERMISSION TO ORANGE TO RUSIA.

2. READ REPEATED INFO FROM LINES 7 AND 9 ON JET OF SHVILA DEBIA AND
   OTHER OFFICIALS SAYS ABOUT OSKALD'S VISITS AND HIS RECORDS WOULD BE VALUABLE
   AND EMERGE COOPERATIVE EFFORTS. REPEATED YOU REPEATED YOUR CAPABILITY OF
   THEIR NEEDS, ALLOWING US AS MANY AS WE CAN AS POSSIBLE. JET OF
   SHVILA IN SUCH WAY HE ENSURE THEM. FILE CLOSED SAVIERES AND POLICE
   REMAINED SAVIERES.
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1. Our present plan in passing info to Warren Commission is to eliminate mention of telephone taps, in order protect our confidential ops. Will rely instead on statements of Silvia Duran and on contents of Soviet Consular file which Soviets gave O'Dea her. File shows both Oswald and wife were dickerling with Soviets in Washington by mail to get permission to return to Russia.

2. Exact detailed info from Litwkins 7 and 9 on just what Silvia Duran and other officials said about Oswald's visits and his dealings would be valuable and usable corroborative evidence. Request you question them carefully on these points, attempting get as much authentic data as possible, without mixing in what they know from newspapers. PLS cable summaries and from detailed statements.

End of Message

C/S Comment: *Re interrogation of Silvia Duran.
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